In a recent paper a set of weakly orthogonal and completely orthogonal spherical harmonics in a non-polar spherical coordinate system based on a cubed-sphere was constructed. In this work, we explore some linear relations between these two sets of spherical harmonics. Moreover, a power representation for the set of weakly orthogonal spherical harmonics corresponding to a mode is presented. We also determine the norm of the orthogonal spherical harmonics and hence the inner products for the weakly orthogonal spherical harmonics. As an immediate application of these properties, we present a Fourier series formulation of spherical functions defined on the cubedsphere.
Introduction
umerical computations on the sphere in solving problems defined on the sphere suffer from many difficulties near the poles with a spherical polar coordinate system for the spherical surface. For example, in the computations of global weather prediction models, concentrated grid points near the poles increase the amount of computations in the pole region where quantities of interest are of less importance than in other parts N of the globe (Nasir, 2007) , non-smoothness and unbounded derivatives of bounded functions on the sphere at the poles (Gomez et al., 1997; Phillips, 1957; Reisswig et al., 2007; Rockmore et al., 2003) and unbounded entries in the matrices of finite element approximations (Swartzrauber, 1979 (Swartzrauber, ,1981 are some example problems faced near the poles. These are collectively called the 'pole problems'.
Searching for remedies for pole problems have attracted some researches in the recent past (Archibald et al., 2011; Chen and Xiao, 2008; Gomez et al., 1997; Nasir, 2007; Nasir and Kako, 2001; Nasir et al., 2003; Rockmore at al., 2003; Ronchi et al., 1996; Swartzrauber, 1979 Swartzrauber, ,1981 . One of the developments in this direction is to define a grid mesh on the sphere that does not contain polar concentrated points. Among these the 'cubedsphere' defined from the surface of a unit cube has been used by some authors for approximating weather prediction models by finite difference and finite element methods (Phillips, 1957; Reisswig et al., 2007; Ronchi et al., 1996) . For some latest papers in this direction, see for example Archibald et al. (2011) , Chen and Xiao (2008) and Lauritzen et al. (2010) .
In a recent paper Nasir (2007) , one of the present authors has defined a non-polar coordinate system based on the cubed-sphere concept and constructed sets of weakly orthogonal and completely orthogonal spherical harmonic functions. These spherical harmonics can be used as basis functions for representing functions defined on the cubed-sphere by Fourier series expansion. In the Fourier series expansion, one encounters the evaluation of inner products of these basis functions. In Nasir (2007) , numerical quadrature was used to approximately compute these inner products.
In this paper, we establish more properties and results for the weakly orthogonal and completely orthogonal spherical harmonics. We use these properties to obtain explicit formulas for inner products of the completely orthogonal and hence weakly orthogonal spherical harmonics on the cubed-sphere.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 recalls the results in Nasir (2007) and establishes some notations and conventions for the spherical harmonics. Section 3 presents a power representation for the weakly orthogonal spherical harmonics. Section 4 determines the inner product for the orthogonal spherical harmonics. Section 5 establishes some linear relations between the weakly orthogonal and orthogonal spherical harmonics. Section 6 gives a Fourier series form using the weakly orthogonal spherical harmonics and finally, Section 7 draws a conclusion. 
Preliminaries and notations
In this section, we briefly list the main results presented in Nasir (2007) . Let C be the surface of the cube 
Each face of the cube is assigned a two-dimensional local coordinate system. The cube is then transformed to the unit sphere 2 S by a mapping (Figure 1 ). This divides the surface of the unit sphere into six 'faces', each of which corresponds to a face on the cube.
The cubed-spherical coordinate system for the three dimensional space is defined as a six-tuple of the local coordinate systems for the cube faces and is given by 
.
a detailed discussion on the construction of the cubed-spherical coordinate system, we refer to Nasir (2007) . A spherical function defined on the unit 2-sphere 2 S is described in the cubed-spherical coordinates as a six-tuple of functions defined for each face with respect to its local coordinates
. The eigenvalue problem for spherical harmonics is given by
where l is an integer.
Spherical harmonics
A set of linearly independent solutions for the eigenvalue problem (2) is given by (1 ) 2 (1 ) ( 1) 2 2 0 .
The polynomials
are explicitly given by the non-zero real or imaginary parts of The degree of the polynomial ( , ) 12
mn with total degree . mn  The leading coefficient of
is ( , ) . ,
The polynomials display many symmetric properties. One property is that they are either odd or even functions with respect to the parameters. That is, 
where each component in the six-tuple is an eigenfunction obtained from the eigenfunction 12 ( , ) y t t of the face . X  Details of the continuity of 12 ( , ) Y t t can be found in Nasir (2007) . For spherical harmonics in a spherical polar coordination system, see (MacRobert, 1967) .
The inner product on the space of square integrable functions 
and 2 2 2 (1 )
respectively, and
   For orthogonal polynomial solutions of differential equations, see (Krall and Sheffer,1967; Kwon et al., 2001; Lee and Littlejohn, 2006 ; and the references therein). The differential equations we have in (9) and (10) are slightly different from the equations treated by the authors in those papers. Nevertheless, their approach can be directly applicable to equations (9) ( 1)( 2) / ( )( ) , 2, 4, , , l r l r l n l n a n n l r n l r n a n l r l r r 
k lr Z t t as in (6). The set of polynomials corresponding to the weakly orthogonal and completely orthogonal spherical harmonics for the face X  are given in Table 1 for the first five modes.
A power representation
In this section, we establish a representation of the weakly orthogonal spherical harmonics for a given mode l as a monomial power of a simple linear expression. 
Now, collecting the coefficients of n s where 2 n q k  or ( ) / 2, k n q  and noting that n and q must be of same parity for k to be an integer and hence that m and p must be of same parity, we have 
Inner products for completely orthogonal spherical harmonics
In the Fourier series expansion of spherical functions on a cubed-sphere by weakly orthogonal spherical harmonics, one needs to evaluate the inner products of those spherical harmonics. A method for doing this, however, is not explicitly available. The problem is handled in connection with the inner products of the completely orthogonal spherical harmonics.
In this section, we obtain an explicit form for the inner products of the completely orthogonal spherical harmonics. These are then used in the evaluation of the inner products of the weakly orthogonal spherical harmonics by means of the linear relations to be established in Section 5.
The inner product of the completely orthogonal spherical harmonics () ,
where rr   is even and 0,1. k 
The inner products of the other distinct combinations of the indices , rr  vanish (Nasir, 2007) . By the transformation 1 tan , T   the first integral is evaluated to
To evaluate the inner product (12) , we now need to evaluate the second integral for . rr   Proof. Differentiating (10) k times, we get
Writing in self-adjoint form, we get 
( 1) (2 )! (2 )! ( ) (1 ) ( ) ( )! (1s  with their corresponding polynomials, the polynomials are also linearly related with the same linear coefficients.
Moreover, since the spherical harmonics are either odd or even in the coordinate parameters 12 ,, tt the face inner product vanishes for two spherical harmonics components with different parities making them 'locally orthogonal'. Since there are four combinations of parity differences namely ( , ), ev ev ( , ), ev od ( , ) od ev and ( , ) od od for the coordinate parameters, the spherical harmonics for a given mode l can be grouped into four blocks of mutually locally orthogonal sets. The above observation is valid for both weakly orthogonal and completely orthogonal spherical harmonics. The difference is that, for the completely orthogonal spherical harmonics, the functions within a set block are also orthogonal (with respect to the inner product (7) The inner product for the weakly orthogonal spherical harmonics is determined using the linear relations
